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Not much to report in the miniature landscape; perhaps now that the club is up and running again there will new 
initiatives to publicise, including progress on the revitalised club layout? By the way, don’t miss “confessions of a cement 
hopper kit basher” later in this issue!

In the big world the battle for control of KCS continues and likely will get dirtier. Interestingly, in the September 
“Trains” there was a lengthy report by Bill Stephens on the thoughts of the STB Chairman who is questioning the 
rationale behind railroad mega-mergers and suggesting that what is required to improve service is more competition, not 
less! In truth, the only areas where improved service and customer satisfaction appears with regularity is with shortlines. 
Still with Wall St wagging the dog little is likely to change, it’s all about making a quick buck – was ever thus!

On the passenger front the news is slightly better. Amtrak hope to introduce new Siemens coaches for service in the 
Midwest and California before the summer is out (only 9 years late) – does this signal the end of the track for the bi-level 
car? New Acelas are slated to be introduced on the Northeast corridor from spring 2022. Meanwhile, work continues 
apace on the project to gain LIRR (Long Island Rail Road) access to Grand Central Terminal (NY), when complete it will 
ease commuting from Nassau and Suffolk Counties. The only question to be answered is “will the ridership return post-
Covid”?

Bob.

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/
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Chairman’s Musings

You will all be relieved to learn that I have little to say this month, but the two things are in themselves quite important. 

Firstly, I am rating our meet on 11th September (perhaps an inauspicious day given what happened on that day in 2001) 
as a success, the more so as it took place at the end of the holiday season when I know several of our members had 
already booked holidays away from Bournemouth. The number we need to cover rental expenses is 14, which at £10 per 
head covers the rent at £140, we had 13, so we were £10 short! But as I say, in the circumstances a very creditable 
performance.

The other important matter concerns the replacement of Ivan as our treasurer at very short notice for health and family 
reasons. We shall thank Ivan for all his work for the club over several years, both as Treasurer and as Chairman at the 
appropriate time, but suffice to say that after a face-to-face chat with me at the meet, and a detailed phone conversation 
with Ivan Geoff Tiller has agreed to take on the duties for one year. I am very pleased too that the Executive agreed 
unanimously to confirm his appointment.

Once we are allowed formally to exceed 22 at one time in the lounge, I intend to call an AGM, to ensure that our club 
continues to act properly, can show we are financially viable, and that all officers are properly elected.
Unfortunately, I cannot yet confirm that fish and chips will be available.

Finally, I am certain that in October, given that we have our first official trader for several years, attendance will be 
boosted. Mr. Keith Orchard, Anglo-American Model Railways has kindly agreed to attend (
www.anglo- americanmodelrailways.com 01291 689536). He advertises regularly in Roundhouse and is happy for 
anyone to inspect his stock on line: if you place an order in advance, he will bring it with him which will be mutually 
beneficial. This could be the beginning of a useful relationship between our club and Keith.
See you all on 9th October?

Roger

./www.anglo-%20americanmodelrailways.com
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An invitation to: Romsey & District Model Railway Exhibition

The Romsey club recently held their long overdue AGM, after a night of the long knives we have a 
change of management. As a result the new exhibition organiser asked me if anyone from the Bearwood 
group would be willing to offer a layout for next year's show. The show is planned for two days, 5th & 6th 
March 2022. 

The hall is open Friday night from about 7pm if you wish to setup, it reopens from about 8am on 
Saturday, with the show opening to the public at around 10:30. Sunday hours are 10-4:30.

Should anyone be interested and wish to send me details I can pass it to the new Exhibition Organiser.

Gerald

Bearwood Again – Second Opinion

There were 13 present and lots of apologies. Ivan popped in for an hour with his daughter. Coffee and biscuits worked 
OK but no fish and chips so no group sit down lunch. Barbara and Lois took turns at serving up the teas and coffees, a 
big thank you to them both.

John Levesley

Bearwood 3 Stop Press
Fish & Chips

Some really bad news from the fish shop. Still closed Saturday lunchtime. 

Roger 
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More model railroad scenery tips from “Al’s contributors”

Hi Al
My tip would have to be line marking on road ways! I do not have a model railway at the 
moment but am renovating a room to start one.

I use casting plaster for roads mountains etc its much cheaper than normal plaster and comes in 
25kg bags, when I mould my roads from plaster i use a flat edge like an off cut of wood to get a 
nice smooth surface then sand away any rough patches with fine grade sand paper.

I then dye the surface with diluted black water-based paint (dilute to the consistency of milk) 
this will give a dark grey colour but just reapply to get your desired colour. When dry use a 
straight edge and a broken hack saw blade and lightly scrape the surface to get white lines or 
paint yellow over the top depending on the location you are modelling. You don’t need special 
materials and you don’t get joints from using pre made roads.

Happy rail roading

Scott

Australia
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Hi Al
Some good stuff but could you remind your contributors that:

EM is the gauge (18.2mm track width) and the scale is 4mm
OO is the gauge (16.5mm track width) and the scale is 4mm
HO is the gauge (16.5mm track width) and the scale is 3.5mm

Pedantic you might argue but correct if folk are going to use descriptions that are misleading and 
incorrect!

Jerry

Just wanted to share with the group my layout example of how I use a Fleischmann turntable to allow 
through trains through the yard as well as for normal engine storage. This is really handy for a small layout 
(8’ x 11’) where the space is limited and allows a train to cut through the yard from multiple directions. 

A car can be uncoupled on the turntable, turned to another track and picked up by another loco. Rather 
unorthodox but very entertaining for guests and kids to keep them busy doing something. This layout is an 
action layout where 6 trains can run simultaneously keeping a group of boy scouts busy at the controls 
with plenty to do.

Regards

Ross
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Hi Alastair,

I do “N” scale but also work in “HO” scale.

The high price of decent building kits has led me to using alternative building methods.

I scratch build almost everything that I can using local free or very inexpensive materials. some examples are: Those 
little wooden coffee stir sticks; they are pine and can be trimmed for proper size or glued together to make larger pieces 
and they make great floors and porches.

I also use a lot of free cardboard from cereal boxes etc. I make shingle roofs from masking tape cut into proper sized 
strips and notched while taped on waxed paper, simply pull then off the wax paper and tape to the roof with proper 
overlaying and colour as you wish.

For stone buildings I just get some gravel and screen to appropriate size, cover the object to be rock covered in calking 
and press it into the stones, for a finer finish I coat the stones with plaster of Paris to fill the valleys, wiping the surface 
with a sponge to clean the surface of the stones, makes a great chimney.

As to plans I use any I can find in my era that have some dimensions, scaling to appropriate size. Some kit makers give 
dimensions and I have actually gone out and measured or looked up drawings in the library.

For my school house I wrote my home town library for a picture of my childhood grade school and modelled it for my 
N-scale layout. Siding can be made from strips of paper glued on overlapping or for tin roofing I find thread glued to 
the roof at proper intervals looks very good. I made a great log cabin from sticks out of my back yard.

I use the same sort of tricks for scenery, lacking the big money to buy decent kits and scenery items I have learned that 
I can do just as good if not better by scratch building using these methods. Another thing I have done is to purchase 
used buildings at shows and even off eBay then using bashing techniques to make a nice-looking structure.
 BTW: “N” scale windows still elude my 70-year-old fingers – I do buy them… 

Ken
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For “N” scale chain link fence I use straight pins as you do but bridal vial (painted light grey) is almost 
scale and I bought enough to do more fence than 100 people would use for a few cents at a fabric shop.

Ken

For ballast on my outdoor garden railroad I use turkey grit, known as growers grit. Southern States sell it 
at a reasonable cost (horticultural grit this side of the Atlantic). It’s the perfect size and locks the track in 
place. In fact, I need about 4 bags to do some track work. Each bag can pretty much fill a 5-gallon bucket.

Dan

Light at the end of the tunnel

Scenes from the recent Great 
Electric Train Show. After 
much will it won’t it the show 
went ahead on the 2nd & 3rd of 
October in Milton Keynes.

Turn out was described as good 
but with some large 
manufacturers absent the 
smaller retailers had to raid 
peoples pockets. 

Sadly no US HO layouts were 
seen.
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Caravan railway

Hi Al,

Steve’s recent “Sofa Layout” was an excellent illustration of using available space if you don’t have a 
basement or a loft. Garages are often too crowded. I live in the countryside & don’t have either & my 
workshop/shed is too dirty for a model railway. My solution was to buy an old caravan which I park next 
to the house. At 150 pounds it was cheaper than a new shed. It is waterproof, dustproof and has tons of 
cupboard space. I took out the beds etc and put in some light worktops.
I was able to build a layout 14 feet long down one side, 6 feet across the top and 8 feet down the other 
side with room for a small workbench at the other end.

Here are some pictures if you are interested.

Baobab Junction in the Kabanga Enclave, between Rhodesia, Zambia & Botswana where the Mwena 
River runs into the Zambesi.
( this way I can run US, UK & European locos & rolling stock all given as Gift Aid to this remnant of 
colonial Africa).

Please keep up the great site. Thanks to all the contributors. Can we have some “industrial” cheats to 
download so we Europeans can use them?

Duncan
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How impressive is that! I loved it. Well done to Duncan. Just goes to show, where there’s a will, there’s a 
way…

Best

Al
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More of Rich’s 4×8 HO scale

Hello Alistair,

After you posted my 4 x 8 layout, I realized I have more pictures.

Alas, the New Mexico Northern is no more. It was dismantled to make room for a 16-track 
recording studio. I will rebuild it as a shelf layout and I am working on a track plan now.

It was patterned after the Reid Gap and Virginian featured in Model Railroader magazine. All 
the locomotives and rolling stock have been saved. Some of the locos and rolling stock are 
sixty years old and the rolling stock is either scratch built or built from LaBelle, Central Valley 
or old Roundhouse kits. All Locomotives are DCC conversions, some of which are old Mantua 
kits from the 1960’s. The structures were scratch built, the only purchased items being most of 
the windows and doors.

I am sorry I am not much of a Photographer but my fortes are modelbuilding and music.

Regards,

Richard
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Wrong, wrong, wrong!

Don’t you just hate it when you are wrong? Particularly in public? 

In an earlier issue of the Bearwood Newsletter I described how I had kit bashed a model of a covered 
hopper cement car. This was based on one that the Lehigh Valley Railroad had built by modifying an 
open coal hopper. As part of the modification, the railroad had installed new internal slope sheets and 
these were indicated by diagonal lines of rivets on the car sides. The photo of the model below shows this.
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In the article I said that the new slope sheets were to reduce the car’s capacity because of the increased 
density of the cement compared to coal. This seemed a reasonable explanation but it is wrong, or at best not 
the whole story.

The real explanation came in a recent on-line talk given by Bobb Fosse to the Anthracite Railroads 
Historical Society, of which I am a member. Bobb’s presentation was on the transport of cement and in it he 
explained the real reason for the new slope sheets.

It turns out it is all to do with the angle of repose of the load material. Huh? The angle of what? There is a 
lot of engineering detail about exactly what an angle of repose is, but a good working definition is…

“The angle of repose is the minimum angle at which any piled-up bulky or loose material will 
stand without falling downhill.”

Here is a picture illustrating this.
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So, what does this have to do with hopper cars? Well, different materials adopt different angles and the 
angle for cement is greater than that for coal. The angle of a slope sheet in a coal car matches the angle of 
repose of coal. This means that, when the discharge outlets are opened, all the coal flows out. It must, 
because it can’t form a slope steeper than its angle of repose, which is arranged to be a bit steeper than 
coal’s angle of repose. So, the car is emptied completely. 

However, when a coal car is loaded with cement and the slope sheet angle is unchanged there is a problem. 
Some of the cement is left behind. This is because the slope sheet isn’t steep enough to cause all the 
cement to flow. The situation is illustrated below. The top level of the left-behind cement is at the angle of 
repose of cement. 
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In the early days of using coal cars for cement use this was a problem. Men were employed who poked 
long hoe-like implements down through the roof hatches to dislodge the last of the cement load. To 
remove the need for this manual work, new, steeper, slope sheets were added as illustrated by the model 
photo at the start of this article. The steep angle of these ensured that no cement was left behind. This 
removed the expense and time of the manual removal, although at the cost of a slight reduction in the 
capacity of the car.

For some materials, the angle of repose is greatly affected by being damp. For example, think of making a 
sandcastle by inverting a bucket full of sand. The outcome is vastly different depending on whether the 
sand is completely dry or has the optimum level of moisture. The friction between the load and the slope 
sheet must also be part of the equation. The designer of a hopper car must take all this into account when 
deciding on the angle of the slope sheet. As you can see from the earlier photo, the “cement” slope sheet, 
indicated by the rivets, is much steeper than the original “coal” slope on the end of the original car.

It may be that I wasn’t 100% wrong in my original article though. Cement really is denser than coal so it 
may be that the new slope sheets fix two problems, ease of unloading and reduced weight on the trucks.

So, now you now have all the information, and I can sleep soundly at night in the hope that I haven’t 
misled anyone.

Tom Winlow
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Well, this issue has been a bit of a “cut & paste” one due to lack of time and copy 
but your editorial team has managed to pull the cat out of the bag once again. I 
must really thank Tom for his session in the confessional, I’m still chuckling 
although it reflects badly on me as I should have remembered my early lessons on 
soil dynamics because that should have given a large pointer towards the reason for 
the modification – must be getting old?

Have a great time in October, sadly I won’t be able to join you as I agreed, in a 
moment of weakness, to take the foreman (should that be for-person or just 
Ma’am?) away for a week. Hopefully, proper grub will be back on the menu by 
November?

FRED

Bearwood Local #111
UNION PACIFIC UP VERANDA GAS TURBINE 
LOCOMOTIVE WITH TENDER #70 WITH DCC 
SOUND

Coming to a UK retailer soon (hopefully), that’ll do me for 
Christmas I think I’ve earned it. 
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